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LiveJournal topic models and their improvement
with contextualized representations for creating
a model of hidden communities
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Abstract— Social networks reflect contemporary tendencies
in our society. These tendencies allow users to form
communities that have both explicit and hidden links. The
latter one is of current interest among scholars. Despite the
effectiveness of modern algorithms, they do not take linguistic
parameters of datasets into account. This gap can be filled by
an algorithm that combines linguistic and quantitative data
analysis. The purpose of the study is to detect hidden links
among users’ posts of the Russian segment of LiveJournal
with the help of topic modeling procedures. The current size
of the corpus is more than 95,490 posts (132 users). The
procedure for constructing a model of hidden communities
contains several stages. The first step is to process the corpus
data using the Stanza library, which provides a single process
of tokenization and lemmatization of social network posts and
the removal of manually selected stopwords. The second step
is creating contextualized topic models and their manual
annotation. The final step is to build a semantic network of
users using Easy Linavis and Gephi. The resultant model of
hidden communities is represented as a group of vertices
connected by edges. The results of the study provide new
information about possible social groups in the Russian
segment of social networks that can further be analyzed in
terms of linguistics.
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I.

Hidden

INTRODUCTION

The internal structure of social networks has attracted
media communication specialists, sociologists and linguists
for a long time, and the main research is aimed at
describing opaque connections. A detailed description of
the structure of communities helps to identify the most
important parameters of communication and to see the
whole picture of networks. As a results, scholars introduced
such an important concept as hidden communities.
Although F. Santo claims that it is rather difficult to
formulate a general definition of a community due to the
heterogeneity of systems, datasets and analyzed properties
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[26], however, these parameters can be considered special
cases, which are described by each individual researcher. In
a narrow sense, a hidden community is a clique, a subgraph
whose vertices are adjacent to each other [26]. Moving on
to understanding the concept in a broad sense, hidden
communities are groups of social network users with
common interests, these users have unstable links. Web
hidden communities can be compared to real communities
with a non-standard organizational structure: socially
dangerous groups of drug addicts, secret organizations, etc.
Unlike families, colleagues or best friends, the connections
among members of real-life hidden communities are not
obvious [9, 13]. Hidden communities contain independent
layers within a graph. It means that understanding
structures of hidden groups, as well as their organization, is
crucial for a more detailed description of developing the
society.
The current study is going to focus on the dataset of
2020-2022 Russian LiveJournal posts, which was developed
in course of our research, and create its model of hidden
communities with the help of topic modeling procedures.
Although LiveJournal isn’t popular among users as other
social networks in Russia (VK, Instagram, etc.), it has some
reasons to be analyzed. First of all, its inner structure is not
as difficult as the structure of other sites like Facebook or
Instagram so it can be web-scraped with contemporary
libraries. Moreover, studies [3, 20] prove deep interest of
researchers to LiveJournal linguistic data, thus, this social
network is of current importance among researchers. It is
also worth mentioning that the Russian segment of
LiveJournal is characterized by a specific set of
communication practices that distinguish it from other
social networks. Its posts contain more textual information,
which is necessary for conducting experiments in the field
of topic modeling, while posts on other social networks tend
to use a lot of audio and video content, as a consequence,
textual information is likely to be far from being presented
in full.
II.

LITERATURE OVERVIEW

As it was mentioned in the previous section, the concept of
hidden communities plays an important role in the network
analysis. Unfortunately, depending on the purpose of each
study, scholars use unique approaches and modern
technologies, therefore, it is a difficult task to classify these
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algorithms. However, according to [10], existing algorithms
can be divided into three main groups: graph approaches
with corresponding mathematical analysis, cluster
approaches, and hybrid approaches.
The first classification group is a graph one. A graph in
the broad sense of the term is usually understood as a set of
interconnected nodes. The development of graph theory
begins in 1736, when L. Euler proposed a solution to the
problem of Königsberg Bridges [15]. In the 20th century,
graph analysis has become one of the popular methods for
formalizing data from various domains. For example, reallife social networks and Internet communities can be
formally represented as a graph, but the rapid growth of
such a graph becomes a problem of network analysis. Thus,
there is an urgent need for a fundamental rethinking of
graph data representations with the help of modern tools
[16, 24], including linguistic resources and processors. In
this regard, a large number of heterogeneous methods can
be used for the analysis of big data: the shortest path
method, the minimum spanning tree search method, etc.
Machine learning methods also gained much popularity
as regards the task of detecting hidden communities. One of
the main approaches is to use cluster analysis, i.e., ordering
certain objects into relatively homogeneous groups on the
basis of their similarity with further interpretation [1]. This
approach is one of the fundamental ones in modern
sociological experiments. For example, papers [2, 19]
describe methods of detecting dangerous groups like people
with antisocial or suicidal behaviour.
Since 2020 it has become pivotal to detect communities
that are closely related to COVID-19 issues. L. Chaudhary
created a corpus of texts on COVID-19 (since January 2020
till August 2020) using the official website of Johns
Hopkins University. Such methods as principal component
analysis and k-means were used to detect clusters that
reflect the hidden structure of the identified communities of
countries. Countries and regions that became a part of the
same community can provide similar assistance to each
other in taking preventive measures to avoid the worst-case
scenarios for COVID-19. The hidden communities and data
about them might be useful in the healthcare sector when
shaping further political decisions [14].
It is also pivotal to emphasize that a clustering proper
approach might have poor efficiency compared to modified
graph approaches. In [27], the authors state that standard
clustering algorithms (for example, mixed Gaussian
models, k-means, etc.) are not applicable to work with
overlapping communities, since they have tight connections
in real life. The degree of stability of connections that were
obtained automatically is much less, that is why the
Community Detection with Generative Adversarial Nets
(GAN) procedure was implemented and tested [27]. It is
based on generative adversarial networks. These networks
use two neural networks. The first one generates samples
(probable communities), the second one selects true
communities. Thus, the amount of noise in the final models
is reduced, and researchers get clearer information about

overlapping communities. The results of experiments
carried out on five datasets (based on YouTube, Amazon,
etc.) made it possible to state that CommunityGAN can be
used for further experiments.
The third type of algorithms is a hybrid one. It combines
both previously described methods and additional ones. For
instance, in [6], the focus of the researchers’ attention was a
hidden community of cybercriminals. This marginal group
carries out uncontrolled illegal activities, including
cyberbullying, cyberfraud and the sale of drugs. The authors
developed a criminal information mining platform based on
the WordNet linguistic thesaurus to identify and extract
information stored in chats that is important for forensic
examination. After processing the suspects’ chat, the
cliques and topics in each conversation are identified [23].
Two nodes are connected if each user’s keywords have a
common hypernym in the WordNet thesaurus. During the
experimental evaluation, it was found that the developed
approach allows one to extract cliques and the semantics of
the conversation among clique members. The accuracy of
detecting groups and their topical component in the dataset
has increased by 10-20% compared to other modern
algorithms for detecting hidden communities.
Further studies were focused on combinations of graph
approaches and topic models. In [9], the proposed solution
is based on the idea of quasi-author-topic models which
implies creating basic LDA topics of the Russian VK posts
with further addition of the authorship parameter. To
simplify the creation of a resultant model, it was decided to
label topics with the help of external and internal sources.
The term quasi-author-topic model is not introduced by the
authors, however, in course of experiments, it was found
that the distribution of topics over authors is set manually.
Since the experiment was conducted in the first wave of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the leading topic was the topic of
health.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. Collecting the LiveJournal corpus
The corpus of LiveJournal Russian posts includes texts
that are downloaded from LiveJournal social network. At
the initial stage, using the continuous sampling method, we
selected more than 1500 LiveJournal user profiles. Then we
developed a parser, which was based on such libraries as
beautifulsoup4 [3] and requests [25]. The input was a list of
users, for each individual user at the beginning of the list, a
check was made with the tail of the list. It was necessary to
see whether the target user and the user from the tail are
friends on the social network. If they were friends, then the
tail user was removed from the list. As a result, the biggest
losses of real friends were at the beginning of the process,
there were no serious losses in the middle of the checking
process (See Figure 1).
The step of filtering friends was the most pivotal one. If
two users were friends on social networks, they could not be
united by latent links and form a model of a hidden
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community. This situation conflicted with the term of
hidden communities, the links between such users were

[17]. The algorithm consists of three stages: creating
document embeddings, predicting semantic clusters and

considered to be obvious.
The next step included collecting posts with the help of
lj-crawler [8] since the beginning of 2020 till August 2022.
During this step some of the users were also let out of
account as they published non-textual information. The
resultant number of users turned out to be 132. On average,
each of the users published about 723 posts within 2020,
2021, and 2022, and the average length of each text was
334 words.

printing topic representation from clusters. The c-TF-IDF
compares the importance of lexical units to a specific
cluster and reveals the most significant lexical units in a
topic. It is calculated according to (1):

Figure 1. Filtering LiveJournal users

The final step implied corpus preprocessing. The stanza
library [22] was chosen for this purpose as it allows
creating a non-stop pipeline in a single code environment.
We also used a stop-list during lemmatization to check each
token, the stop-list includes prepositions, conjunctions,
particles, interjections, symbols of various alphabets,
obscene vocabulary, abbreviations, etc. The stop-list is
based on a Frequency Dictionary of Contemporary Russian
by O. N. Lyashevskaya and S. A. Sharoff [21], as well as
words and expressions that were included after checking
topic models of the first preliminary procedures:
expressions of laughter like ха (hah), graphical
representations of emoticons, etc. The total number of stop
words is more than 1400.
B. Creating contextualized topic models
Standard topic modeling procedures like Latent Dirichlet
Allocation and Latent Semantic Indexing allow one to
extract important topical words from both structured and
unstructured texts [5]. Unfortunately, such models don’t
take context into account, that’s why some semantic
features of topical sets are unlikely to be mentioned.
Nowadays, pre-trained language models like BERT fill in
this gap, they are used in numerous NLP applications, topic
modeling isn’t an exception. One of such implementations
is BERTopic that is an approach that uses transformers and
c-TF-IDF to create dense clusters for interpretable topics, it
allows keeping important words in the topic descriptions

(1)
The frequency for each word is extracted from each
particular cluster and then divided by the total number of
lexical units
of a cluster . It is a way of normalizing
the frequency of words in each cluster. Then the number of
clusters
is divided by the total frequency of the word
across all the clusters. After generating the c-TF-IDF
representations, a set of lemmata, that describe a collection
of texts, is obtained. Of course, it does not mean that these
words describe a coherent topic. To improve topic
coherence, BERTopic uses Maximal Marginal Relevance to
find the most coherent words with little overlap. This action
results in removing words that do not contribute to a
particular topic. The architecture of BERTopic is presented
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The architecture of BERTopic

Before obtaining topic models, it is necessary to develop
a system of linguistic and technical filters to produce
correct and interpretable results. The first stage is model
tuning. The posts are distributed among all the authors so
that it would be possible to assign particular topics to each
author. As we manually include the authorship as a pivotal
parameter for the model, the basic BERTopic models are
transformed into contextualized quasi-author-topic models.
For the contextualized BERTopic model, we choose the
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topic size that is equal to 10 lemmata. As this number of
lemmata is usually set as a standard one in most topic
modeling techniques, we decided to use the following filter:
if the number of lemmata is less than 10, a topic will not be
included in the resultant model and will not be seen in the
output. The next stage is to choose the language. As the
Russian model is absent in the current library, we choose
the multilingual BERT model as it is also trained on some
Russian data. Finally, the different posting activity of
LiveJournal users resulted in great variation in the number
of texts published. To smooth out such heterogeneity and
output approximately the same number of topic models for
each user, it was decided to take into account additional
parameters. The min_topic_size parameter allows filtering
topics that cover the smallest part of a user’s subcorpus. It
was also found the minimum value of the parameter should
be equal to 20 for the corpus. However, when setting this
parameter, there were still situations when the user had
more than 500 topics. Papers [11, 18] indicate that the
optimal number of relevant topic models varies between 10
and 20, so in this experiment, the first ten sets were
considered significant topics for the user. From the point of
view of linguistics, it is also important to note that the first
topical set can be a hypernym in relation to the co-hyponym
topics that appear in lower positions in the final output. In
this regard, hypernymic topics are more likely to describe
the interests of the user, that is why they are important for
creating a resultant model of hidden communities.
Some of the results are presented in Table 1 that includes
full lists of topics for each user. As we use additional filters,
some preliminary topics were not printed in the output.
This is the reason of omitting some topical indices in Table
1.
TABLE 1. BERTOPIC TOPICS

User
tcaagansar

Topic index
tcaagansar_0

tcaagansar_1

tcaagansar_2

BERT lemmata
человек,
система,
государство,
мера,
экономический,
бюрократия, власть, новый,
цк,
контроль
(person,
system,
state,
measure,
economic,
bureaucracy,
power,
new,
central
committee, control)
жизнь,
рождаться,
умереть, жить, пойти,
поддерживать, понимать,
кпсс, делать, человек (life,
be born, die, live, go, support,
understand, communist party
of the soviet union, do, man)
церковь,
церковный,
государство,
священник,
государственный,
общество,
бюрократия,
положение,
оборона,
католик
(church,
ecclesiastical, state, priest,
state, society, bureaucracy,

tcaagansar_4

tcaagansar_5

bogun333

bogun333_0

bogun333

bogun333_1

bogun333_2

bogun333_3

position, defense, catholic)
верующий,
религия,
религиозный, дело, совет,
общественный,
объединение, социальный,
организация,
отношение
(believer, religion, religious,
business, advice, public,
association,
social,
organization, relation)
советский, православный,
россия,
мусульманин,
горбачев, религия, церковь,
посол, русский, россиянин
(soviet, orthodox, russia,
muslim, gorbachev, religion,
church, ambassador, russian,
russian resident)
перезагрузка,
великий,
глобальный,
являться,
свобода,
новый,
процветание,
мировой,
план, байден (reboot, great,
global, be, freedom, new,
prosperity,
world,
plan,
biden)
сердечный,
помощь,
заболевание,
проблема,
штат,
отделение,
больница,
неотложный,
умереть, пациент (cardiac,
help, disease, problem, staff,
department,
hospital,
emergency, die, patient)
смотреть,
объяснить,
ответ, человек, акцент,
позволить,
жилет,
короткий, вопрос, ключевой
(watch,
explain,
answer,
person, accent, allow, vest,
short, question, key)
коронавирус,
пандемия,
мир, называть, вакцина,
вакцинация,
новый,
обратный, представлять,
грипп
(coronavirus,
pandemic,
world,
name,
vaccine, vaccination, new,
reverse, represent, flu)

C. Creating a model of hidden communities
The resulting sets had a large lexical diversity, and
therefore, the unification of topical lemmata became
pivotal. Topics were marked manually. Some labeling
features are worth mentioning. For example, despite
describing opposed situations, antonymous topics are united
by a common semantic component, and they can be
assigned a single label. For such opposite topics as
умереть,
сократиться,
количество,
число,
уменьшиться, процент, смерть, умирать, страна,
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больной (die, shrink, quantity, number, decrease,
percentage, death, perish, country, sick) and здоровье,
долголетие, ребенок, тайна, пятница, суббота,
человек, мир, здравствовать, привет (health, longevity,
child, secret, Friday, Saturday, man, world, long live,
hello) we selected a single label of health. Also, in topical
sets, all the lexical units could have broad semantics, which
indicated that it was impossible to create a specific label.
Such sets were about everyday problems, so we decided to
choose a single label of everyday life: уберечь,
держаться, помочь, дело, хватить, ссылка, часть,
делать, процесс, верх (save, keep, help, business, enough,
link, part, do, process, top).
The labels allowed uploading the obtained data to the
Easy Linavis [4] application. Initially, the application was
intended to visualize the relationship between the
characters of literary works. Later it became widespread for
the visualization of linguistic data. To create a model of
hidden communities based on the LiveJournal corpus, we
followed the following syntax: the # symbol was followed
by the name of the topic, then usernames, who were
interested in the topic, were written down on each
individual line. Following the basic rules of such syntax, we
built an elementary semantic network, which was modified
in the Gephi application. The resultant model is in Figure
3.

the edges in terms of their weights.
TABLE 2. WEIGHTS OF EDGES

Weight
Number of edges
1
1269
2
476
3
137
4
27
5
1
It is also important to mention the various options for
assigning tags to topics, which might improve the quality of
labelling resultant sets in the following experiments. First,
for some implementations of topic models, the labelling
procedure is not needed. For example, when one works with
a real implementation of author-topic models, which is
implemented in the gensim library [7], at the first stage a
single set of topical sets is created, which are subsequently
distributed among all the authors in the corpus. Then a
certain percentage value is set for each of the topic. The
higher the value is, the more important this topic is for the
user. Topical sets themselves are already labels, and one
can build a graph on their basis. Secondly, the procedure
for labelling topics can be automated. For these purposes,
one can use both internal sources (a vector model of the
analyzed dataset) and external sources (vector models of
other datasets or data obtained from search engines).
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have run several experiments to create a
model of LiveJournal hidden communities. In recent
articles, it is noted that hidden communities can be
considered as separate cores, cliques, or clusters. We
propose a hybrid algorithm that includes graph methods
and contextualized topic representations. From a practical
point of view, this algorithm can be further implemented in
an application for finding potentially dangerous social
groups. Such a method can also be used for tracking trends
on Russian social networks. Further research will be aimed
at linguistic description of the obtained hidden communities
in order to identify common parameters for the formation of
texts on these topics.
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